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FTI Consulting’s latest analysis of the ASIC insolvency statistics for February 2017, notes the number of companies 

entering external administration neared monthly levels not seen since February 2005.  

“We are continuing to see a downward trend in insolvencies. In fact, the latest statistics have shown the lowest February 

levels in external appointments in twelve years,” said Stefan Dopking, Senior Managing Director in the Corporate Finance 

& Restructuring segment at FTI Consulting. 

In February 2017, 576 companies entered external administration. ASIC stats show 574 companies entering external 

administration in February 2005, and a matching 576 in 2004.  

This month’s levels were well down year-on-year, with 804 appointments recorded in February 2016, but higher than the 

396 recorded the previous month in January, which is seasonally quiet. 

There have been 972 external administration appointments in 2017 to date, compared with 1,265 in 2016. 

 “The declining number of formal appointments is reflective of the changing landscape around dealing with financial 

stress. Many more companies are working closely with advisors to restructure their affairs to change debt arrangements 

and avoid formal insolvency,” Mr. Dopking said.  

“Avoiding a formal appointment has, and is, continuing to be supported by Australian and overseas banks that control 

secured debt, as well as by directors that are seeking advice on alternatives to liquidation or receivership. This is reflected 

in the declining trend in ASIC’s statistics.” 

FTI Consulting recently looked at the shift in Australia towards a US-style approach to restructuring that favours 

rehabilitation options for a company, rather than the rights of creditors.  Read full article here 
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Around the country, New South Wales showed the highest level of insolvencies again, rising to 204 from 131 the previous 

month. Similarly, appointments in Victoria rose to 156 from 99 in January. Appointments rose in all other states with the 

exception of Western Australia remaining at similar levels, recording 57 in February vs an unseasonal rise to 58 in January 

2017. 

On appointment type, creditor wind-ups were higher with 268 recorded in February, from 183 the previous month, and 

down from the 334 recorded in February 2016. 

Voluntary administrations rose to 95 from 59 month-on-month, and court wind-ups were 168 from 136 in January 2017. 

 

 

 

The analysis and comments follow a review of the ASIC Insolvency Statistics February 2017 
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Comparison of Appointments by State for February 2017 

Foreign/RAB wind-up

Voluntary Administration

Scheme administrator appointed

Receiver manager appointed

Managing controller (except receiver and manager)

Controller (except receiver and managing
controller)
Receiver appointed

Creditors wind-up


